What Will My Retreat Look Like in a Covid-19 World?

First and foremost, we will be following CDC guidelines and the guidelines of our state, region, and county in order to make sure we are doing everything in our control to make each of you and our staff as safe as possible.

For those coming into the retreat house, you will see and need to do the following:

♦ Everyone will have to wear masks
♦ Your temperature will be taken with a non-contact thermometer and you will sign a waiver regarding any symptoms or traveling (If you are not feeling well or have traveled from restricted states in the last 14 days, please stay home)
♦ The size of the group in house will be limited to 13 and each retreatant will have their own bathroom stall to use
♦ Sanitizer is placed throughout the building and we ask that you wash hands frequently
♦ 6 ft social distancing is required and chairs will be spaced out in order to do so
♦ Each person will be sitting at their own table in the dining room and if you are here for more than one meal, you will have the same table each time.
♦ The buffet line has distance markers and our staff will serve your meal from behind clear shields.
♦ We will be using cleaning supplies known to kill the virus instead of our scent free options
♦ The retreat conferences will be videoed so that others can participate on line at the same time as those in the retreat house.
♦ We will spread out the bedrooms being used and will not use the same bedrooms two programs in a row
♦ More programs may not have mass included and those that do will follow the guidelines of the diocese